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Abstract—Recent years have witnessed the rapid growth of mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs), which operate on top of existing cellular infrastructures of base carriers, while offering cheaper or more flexible data plans compared to those of the base carriers. In this paper, we present a two-year measurement study towards understanding various fundamental aspects of today’s MVNO ecosystem, including its architecture, customers, performance, economics, and the complex interplay with the base carrier. Our study focuses on a large commercial MVNO with one million customers, operating atop a nation-wide base carrier. Our measurements clarify several key concerns raised by MVNO customers, such as inaccurate billing and potential performance discrimination with the base carrier. We also leverage big data analytics, statistical modeling, and machine learning to address the MVNO’s key concerns with regard to data usage prediction, data plan reselling, customer churn mitigation, and billing delay reduction. Our proposed techniques can help achieve higher revenues and improved services for commercial MVNOs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PROPELLED by increasing market demands, mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) have quickly gained popularity and commercial success in recent years [1]. The global MVNO market revenue has reached $60.5 billion in 2018 [2], and the number of MVNOs worldwide has exceeded 1000 [3]. MVNOs operate on top of existing cellular infrastructures of base carriers, while offering cheaper or more flexible data and voice/SMS plans compared to those of the base carriers. Also, MVNOs can enhance the utilization of base carriers’ infrastructures, as well as promote the competition in the telecommunication market and prevent potential monopoly to some extent. Further, MVNOs are expected to play a critical role in the 5G era: MVNOs that obtain sliced radio access network resources from base carriers would act as a forerunner in network slicing, a crucial technology of 5G [4].

Despite the unprecedented growth of MVNOs, end customers are still subject to manifold concerns when switching to MVNOs. For example, severe overcharge problems have been reported with regard to MVNO users [5]. Also, some base carriers may deliver MVNO users’ data with lower priorities, leading to inferior performance experienced by MVNO customers [6]–[8]. All above concerns may impede the reputation of MVNOs and hinder their development.

Due to the few studies in public literature, the community lacks a thorough understanding of the MVNO ecosystem, including its architecture, performance, economics, customers, and the complex interplay between an MVNO and its base carrier. In this paper, we present a nearly two-year measurement study towards understanding above aspects. Our study focuses on Xiaomi Mobile [9] (V-Mobile for short), a large commercial MVNO in China. It has about one million (M) users and fully operates on top of China Telecom (B-Mobile for short), a nationwide base carrier in China which has over 300M users. V-Mobile is a representative light MVNO (§II), the most popular type of MVNOs that fully rely on the base carrier’s cellular infrastructure [1], while having the capability of designing their own data plans independently of the base carriers. In other words, V-Mobile resells data plans purchased from B-Mobile to its users. In order to attract customers while gaining profits, V-Mobile has to (1) strategically design its own data plans, and (2) judiciously purchase data plans from B-Mobile to fulfill the data plans selected by V-Mobile customers, based on estimating their monthly data usages.

Fig. 1. Architectural overview of a typical light MVNO’s ecosystem.

Studying the MVNO ecosystem is challenging, as it involves multiple stakeholders (customers, the MVNO, and the base carrier) that incur complex interplay, as well as components not present in traditional MNOs (Mobile Network Operators) such as data plan reselling. As illustrated in Figure 1, a typical light MVNO like V-Mobile runs four main businesses: data/text services, data plan reselling, customer care, and billing. Data and SMS text transmission are the basic services a MVNO provides to its customers via its base carrier. With reliable basic services, the MVNO can then make its
profit mostly by reselling data plans. Further, customer care is crucial to stable profitability. In addition, billing is needed to track each customer’s payments and the MVNO’s earnings, which also facilitates profit optimization and exception handling.

According to the operation experiences of V-Mobile, running the above businesses is confronted with four core pain points that are also summarized in Figure 1. First, it is critical to guarantee the network performance of data/text services [7], which is also an indispensable part of customer care. Second, for data plan reselling, accurate data usage prediction on a monthly basis is the primary yet challenging task [10]. Third, since an enterprise usually needs to pay much more when attempting to recruit new customers than to retain existing ones [11], customer churn needs to be effectively mitigated with moderate overhead. Finally, customer feedback indicates that inaccuracy and latency are the major issues of billing.

To enable large-scale measurement, we collaborate with V-Mobile and collect five datasets (§II) which include customers’ demographics, selected data plans, monthly data usages, traffic characteristics, network performance, billing events, and so forth. Jointly examining these datasets helps reveal a comprehensive landscape of the MVNO ecosystem as follows.

- **Data Plan & Usage Characterization (§IV-A).** We begin with customers’ data plan selection and data consumption. V-Mobile users are found to be sensitive to prices – almost half of them prefer the data plan with the lowest cost per GB ($2.84/GB). Also, their demographics are different from those of an MNO: significantly more female (58.3%) than male (41.7%), and dominated by users younger than 30. Besides, V-Mobile users considerably under-utilize their data plans, e.g., 23% users have little data usage (<50 MB) in at least 25% of their billed months, and their actual data usage is weakly correlated with their subscribed data plans. The above findings suggest that V-Mobile users’ data plan selection is oftentimes economically suboptimal, which is a key reason why operating an MVNO can be profitable.

- **Network Performance Characterization (§IV-B).** We collect TCP performance statistics from ~600 geographically distributed V-Mobile and B-Mobile customers’ mobile devices for 30 days. By analyzing this data, we find no noticeable performance difference between B-Mobile and V-Mobile. This is distinct from previous reports where MVNO users suffer from performance degradations compared to the base carrier’s users [6]–[8]. Our results indicate that the performance degradation reported by prior studies is very likely a (manipulated) policy-level result by the base carrier rather than a technical necessity.

- **Monthly Data Usage Prediction (§V-A.1)** plays a critical role in the operation of an MVNO. We formulate it into a time series forecasting problem, and strategically apply off-the-shelf machine learning (ML) algorithms. We employ robust statistical methods such as Grubb’s Test [12] and neighbor mean interpolation [13] to complement the ML approaches. The synergy among above efforts leads to an average prediction accuracy of 93.3%. In addition to data usage prediction on a per-user basis, we holistically examine the entire user base through uncertainty modeling, which establishes a global statistical distribution for the prediction accuracy. Doing so facilitates the prediction for new users with insufficient training samples.

- **Data Reselling Optimization (§V-A.2).** Leveraging our data usage prediction technique, we develop a framework to optimize V-Mobile’s reselling profit, i.e., intelligently selecting the data plans to be purchased from B-Mobile in order to maximize the overall profit for V-Mobile. When applied to the active users in our dataset, our ML-based technique increases V-Mobile’s profit rate by 25.7% compared to its current approach. Applying the uncertainty modeling further improves the profit rate by 27.3% – an overall improvement of 60% brought by our approach.

- **Customer Churn Profiling & Mitigation (§V-B).** Customer churn refers to when a customer cancels or “drops out” her subscribed service. Its mitigation is extremely important for both base carriers and in particular MVNOs like V-Mobile. We mine our dataset to reveal key factors that indicate a user’s forthcoming service cancellation. We then use them to proactively predict customers’ churn also with off-the-shelf ML algorithms. Additionally, we employ a one-sided sample method called One-Sided Selection [15] to mitigate the negative impact caused by imbalanced positive and negative samples in our dataset. Eventually, we manage to achieve both high precision (96.3%) and recall (97.8%), and our solution can even be adjusted to effectively detect phone fraud.

- **Tackling Inaccurate Billing (§V-C).** We systematically investigate V-Mobile users’ complaints on billing issues, e.g., their unexpectedly high monthly charges. We find that most billing issues are caused by the excessive propagation delay of control-plane billing state update reports (SURs). The overall delay often reaches several minutes, leading to billing inconsistency between B-Mobile and V-Mobile. We propose a simple yet effective approach to mitigate this problem by aggregating multiple SURs each reporting a small data usage and employing a dedicated SUR transmission line from B-Mobile to V-Mobile. We assisted V-Mobile in actually deploying our solution, which significantly reduced the average SUR delivery latency (from B-Mobile to V-Mobile) from two minutes to less than one second on V-Mobile’s production system.

To our knowledge, this is so far the most comprehensive study of commercial MVNO. Our high-level contributions are multifold. From an end user’s perspective, our study demystifies the MVNO ecosystem, and clarifies several key concerns raised by customers. From an MVNO’s perspective, we leverage big data analytics, statistical modeling, and machine learning to optimize an MVNO’s key businesses such as data usage prediction, data plan reselling, and customer churn mitigation. In addition, we summarize the high-level lessons we have learned in §VII to benefit relevant researchers and practitioners. Our study also exposes to the community new research topics, with intra-disciplinary nature, in the context of MVNO and its interplay with the base carrier.

II. BACKGROUND

A base carrier typically owns a legal license to exclusively use certain frequencies of the radio spectrum in a country. This can often lead to market monopoly, service degradation, or under-utilization of radio resources. To address these problems, numerous MVNOs have emerged in recent years. An MVNO fully or partially leverages one or multiple base carriers’ licensed radio spectrum and facilities. According to their degrees of dependence on base carriers, today’s MVNOs...
can be classified into three categories [1]: skinny, light, and thick MVNOs. Skinny and light MVNOs do not have their own radio infrastructures; skinny MVNOs are mainly devoted to marketing and sales, and are thus also known as “branded resellers,” while light MVNOs further have the ability to design specialized data plans independently of the base carriers. In contrast, thick MVNOs have their own infrastructures (including the core networks and the radio access networks) to exert more control over their offerings, which however are not permitted in many countries such as China. Among the three categories, light MVNOs (e.g., our studied V-Mobile) are the most common and are permitted in most countries [1].

A. Data Plan Reselling

V-Mobile resells data plans purchased from B-Mobile to its users. However, it does not have a wholesale (discounted) price from B-Mobile, nor is it allowed to buy a single data plan from B-Mobile to serve multiple users. Therefore, in order to attract customers while gaining profits, V-Mobile has to design specialized data plans independently of the base carriers. In contrast, thick MVNOs have the ability to design data plans independently of the base carriers and are thus also known as “branded resellers,” while light MVNOs further have the ability to design specialized data plans independently of the base carriers. Ideally, V-Mobile needs to be cheaper than B-Mobile, otherwise customers have no incentives to switch to V-Mobile; P_{V}\text{ should be inferior to (and thus cheaper than) } P_{B}, otherwise operating V-Mobile is not profitable. Consider a concrete example. B-Mobile has a monthly plan of “$7.23 for 2 GB plus $0.01/MB overdraft” (P_B). To fulfill this plan, the user's monthly usage is lower than 2 GB data plan, many users’ actual monthly usages are much lower. In this example, the reselling is profitable if V-Mobile user’s monthly usage is lower than 1000 + (7.09-5.78) / 0.01 = 1131 MB. This example also illustrates the importance for V-Mobile to accurately predict a user’s monthly data usage.

B. Billing

As the base carrier of V-Mobile, B-Mobile has hundreds of millions of customers and over a million base stations (BSes) across the country. Since V-Mobile is a light MVNO, all its SIM cards are issued by B-Mobile while possessing special phone numbers (MSISDN) that can be identified as MVNO numbers. Therefore, all the data traffic, voice calls, and SMS messages of V-Mobile users are delivered by the radio infrastructure of B-Mobile. Moreover, since V-Mobile establishes its own data plans, it needs to handle customers’ billing, which is processed at the accounting center (AC), by itself. In order for V-Mobile to generate bills in an accurate and timely fashion, the SURs, which contain users’ up-to-date data usage information, need to be properly delivered to V-Mobile’s AC. This can be achieved in two ways. The major way is shown in the upper branch in Figure 2: V-Mobile and B-Mobile establish a control-plane channel between their ACs, allowing B-Mobile to forward V-Mobile users’ SURs, which we call B-Mobile-SURs, to V-Mobile. In B-Mobile, B-Mobile-SURs are gathered and propagated by its base stations. Another way of delivering SURs is illustrated in the bottom branch in Figure 2. V-Mobile customers can optionally install an app developed by V-Mobile. When the app is running, it keeps monitoring the client device’s data usage and uploading SURs, which we call App-SURs, directly to V-Mobile’s AC.

III. Measurement Data Collection

To enable our large-scale measurement of a typical MVNO, we collect multiple datasets from various sources. The datasets and their attributes are listed in Table I. Correlating these datasets focusing on different aspects (including user profile, data usage, network performance, etc.) helps reveal a complete landscape of the MVNO ecosystem.

(1) BBSDataset. V-Mobile maintains a BBS (Bulletin Board System) website from which we gathered ~12,000 posts from the BBS users, who belong to either the current or prospective users of V-Mobile. We then manually examine all the posts to understand the users’ concerns. Detailed analysis of the posts can be accessed in our early version [16].

(2) UserDataset. We obtain from V-Mobile a database containing each user’s basic information, including the gender, birthday, the date of joining V-Mobile, and the date of canceling the service (for dropout users). Our dataset was captured in Oct. 2017, involving a total of 908,548 users since Jan. 2016. In this “snapshot,” 168,853 users terminated their contracts with V-Mobile and thus are excluded. In the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise noted, we apply our analysis to the 740M (≈ 908,548 − 168,853) active users.

(3) MonthlyDataset. The AC of V-Mobile archives every user’s monthly data plan, data usage, payment, and account balance information. They provide an essential data source for profiling, modeling, and predicting each user’s monthly data usage (§IV-A and §V-A.1). The data are also used for optimizing the data reselling profit of V-Mobile (§V-A.2), as well as customer churn profiling and mitigation (§V-B). This dataset covers 22 billed months, from Jan. 2016 to Oct. 2017.

(4) PerfDataset. A challenge we face is to monitor V-Mobile users’ network performance. We take a crowd-sourcing-based approach where we invite users of both V-Mobile and B-Mobile to voluntarily participate in a data collection campaign by installing an app developed by V-Mobile and turning on the “sampling performance” option for a whole month. The app passively measures key performance metrics such as RTT and throughput of

---

**Table I: Different Datasets Used in this Paper and their Attributes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBSDataset</td>
<td>user_name, post_content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserDataset</td>
<td>user_id, gender, birthday, date_join, date_drop, churn_status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MonthlyDataset</td>
<td>user_id, data_plan, data_usage, payment, account_balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerfDataset</td>
<td>rtt_flow_duration, retransmission_rate, down_flow_rate, up_flow_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURDataset</td>
<td>type, timestamp, device_id, data_usage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
users’ traffic. The collected statistics are securely uploaded to a remote server when users’ devices are idle, and no actual content payload was collected or uploaded. Overall, 342 V-Mobile users and 250 B-Mobile users from 269 cities in the country (China) voluntarily participated in our study for 30 days, forming a decently large dataset consisting of 1 TB TCP flows’ statistics.

(5) SURDataset. Recall from §II (Figure 2) that there are two types of SURs: B-Mobile-SURs and App-SURs. An SUR consists of a timestamp, a device ID, and the user’s data usage in bytes. We collect both types of SURs at V-Mobile’s AC, and use these data to investigate the billing issues in §V-C.

To make clear the potential generality of our measurement study, we further conduct a survey of popular light MVNOs in Europe, Asia-Pacific, and North America in three aspects:

• From their official websites: Suning, Snail, Mineo, Sakura, Giffgaff, Freenet, and so on, as well as from the statistics of BestMVNO, we observe that all these MVNOs run similar businesses such as data plan pricing/reselling, customer care, and billing.

• In detail, we compare their payment modes and monthly data plans in Figure 3. As shown, most light MVNOs support “Pre-paid” mode, and high-volume (> 10 GB) data plans are much less provided than small- or mid-volume (< 10 GB) data plans. In other words, data plans of other light MVNOs are also similar with those of V-Mobile. As a matter of fact, even for skinny and full MVNOs, their data plans are similar to those of light MVNOs [17].

• The problems observed in our datasets, regarding data usage prediction, customer churn, and inaccurate billing, are also hot research topics of other MVNOs [6]–[8], [18], [19].

As a result, our study methodology and findings should be mostly applicable to other MVNOs, especially light MVNOs.

IV. DATA USAGE & NETWORK PERFORMANCE PROFILING

In this section, we first profile V-Mobile customers’ data usage with UserDataset & MonthlyDataset (§IV-A), and then analyze PerfDataset to compare the network performance and traffic characteristics of V-Mobile and B-Mobile (§IV-B).

A. Data Usage Characterization

We perform our characterization for V-Mobile customers in three aspects: data plan selection, actual data usages, and the relationship between them. We also compare V-Mobile with B-Mobile to unravel their differences.

Fig. 3. Comparison of popular light MVNOs’ payment modes and monthly data plans. Each bar’s bottom line and top line correspond to the MVNO’s cheapest and priciest plans. A line inside the bar represents an available plan.

Fig. 4. Distributions of V-Mobile users’ monthly data usage with respect to each data plan.

Fig. 5. Distribution of V-Mobile active users’ monthly data usage.

1) Data Plan Selection: V-Mobile makes its data plans cheaper than those (counterparts) of B-Mobile to attract customers. Table II and Table III compare the specific data plans offered by both carriers. Table II also shows the percentage of users subscribing to each of the V-Mobile’s data plans. As shown, V-Mobile users are price conscious: the 3 GB data plan attracts the most (47.37%) users for its lowest cost per GB ($2.84/GB), followed by the 1 GB plan that has the lowest subscription cost. In contrast, the 4 GB plan has the fewest (6.32%) users, very likely because of its highest subscription cost as well as a large subscription cost increase from 3 GB to 4 GB.

We also make several interesting observations regarding V-Mobile users’ demographics, which is presented in our early version [16].

Actual Data Usage. Figure 5 plots the distribution of V-Mobile users’ monthly data usage across all of their billed months. It ranges between 0 and 6,018 MB with a mean (median) being 1,743 MB (1,950 MB). The tail indicates that overdraft may indeed occur in a non-trivial fraction of billed months, this brings potential obstacles for MVNOs towards making profits (§II). More specifically, Figure 4 shows V-Mobile users’ monthly data usages with respect to each data plan. We observe that most (93%) customers’
monthly data usages are below the data caps of their purchased plans, and those who use little to no data prefer the 1 GB plan. Besides, 27.7% customers have not used up half of their purchased data plans, indicating that V-Mobile still has considerable profitability through data reselling.

More surprisingly, we see the other extreme for about 20% of the billed months in which a user consumes little data – we call this the intermittent presences of some users. Suppose a user has been a V-Mobile customer for n full months while she barely used her data plan in m out of n months. We empirically define a “bare usage” as consuming no more than 50 MB of data in a month with only full months being considered. We then compute the presence ratio of the customer as \((n - m)/n\) to quantify how often she uses the V-Mobile service. Figure 6 plots the presence ratio distribution across users whose lifetimes are at least one full month. As shown, the presence ratio ranges from 0.05 to 1 and averages at 0.82. Such low presence ratios are often from users who hold more than one SIM cards and use V-Mobile as a backup that is used infrequently. These users can bring high profits if V-Mobile can accurately predict their non-presence.

**Data Plan vs. Actual Usage.** To better understand the relationship between users’ selected data plan and monthly actual usage, we profile their difference in Figure 7 across all billed months, where a positive value indicates under-utilizing the data plan, and a negative value corresponds to overdraft. Figure 8 further shows the statistics of actually consumed, under-utilized, and overdraft bytes for each type of data plan. As shown, customers typically under-utilize their data plans (in 82.59% of all billed months). An average user under-utilizes her data plan by as much as 893 MB. This indicates that most users are pretty conservative with their data usage.

**B. Network Performance and Traffic Characteristics**

We now analyze PerfDataset, collected from about 600 V-Mobile and B-Mobile users via an Android app. Once the “sampling performance” option is turned on, the app leverages libpcap to passively monitor the client device’s traffic (only the TCP/IP headers) and compute several key performance metrics: (1) TCP handshake RTT, (2) TCP flow size, i.e., the total number of payload bytes within a flow, (3) TCP flow duration, i.e., the time span between the first and last packet of a flow, (4) TCP flow rate, i.e., the ratio between flow size and duration, with uplink and downlink measured separately, and (5) TCP uplink packet retransmission rate, i.e., the ratio between retransmitted uplink data packets and the total number of uplink data packets within a flow (note that we are unable to measure the downlink retransmission rate).

Compared to prior characterizations of cellular network performance (e.g., 3GTest in 2009 [20], 4GTest in 2011 [21], SpeedTest in 2011 [22], and an LTE study in 2012 [23]), our study focuses on both MVNO and MNO, and provides more up-to-date statistics that can benefit other work on synthetic cellular traffic generation and cellular performance modeling. Our measurement results are shown in Figure 9’s eight subplots. Each CDF in subplots (a) to (f) is across all eligible TCP flows; subplots (g) and (h) show the monthly maximum flow rates across all users’ billed months, to reveal the maximum capacity offered by today’s cellular networks.

From BBSDataset we learn that many V-Mobile users have concerns that B-Mobile may potentially deliver their traffic at a lower priority. Surprisingly, our results in all plots of Figure 9 disprove this: statistically, there is no noticeable performance difference between V-Mobile and B-Mobile, in all eight metrics. Since we collect the samples from a small number of users, we further use the paired-samples T-test [24] to compare their performances. The T-test result is a confidence (p-value) between 0 and 1. We accept the hypothesis that their mean values are equal if the p-value is larger than \(\alpha\), a threshold typically set to 0.05. As listed in Figure 9, all the values of p are much bigger than 0.05. Therefore, even considering the impact of small samples, we still find no significant difference between their performances. We ascribe this to the non-discriminatory packet routing policy of B-Mobile in delivering V-Mobile users’ data. In contrast, several previous reports [6]–[8] noted that the users of certain MVNOs had suffered from performance degradations compared to the base carriers’ users. Our measurements indicate that such a performance degradation is very likely a (manipulated) policy-level result rather than a technical necessity.

We also compare our results with an LTE measurement study in 2012 [23] when LTE just made its debut. We do not distinguish between V-Mobile and B-Mobile due to their similar performance. Subplots (a)/(b) show that the vast majority of flows are small and short. Nevertheless, the long tails indicate that a small fraction of “heavy-hitter” flows can be very large. The flow sizes are statistically larger than those reported by [23] where the median flow size is less than 5KB, likely due to the larger content sizes today. In subplot (c), the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the TCP handshake RTTs are 30.3ms, 48.6ms, and 68.2ms, considerably lower than those reported by [23] (the median around 70ms), possibly attributed to the infrastructural improvement of the LTE RAN (radio access network) over the past years. In subplot (d), the uplink retransmission rate is typically low, with the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles being 0.03%, 0.06%, and 0.36%.
V. ADDRESSING THE CORE PAIN POINTS OF MVNO

As illustrated in Figure 1, a typical light MVNO is subject to four core pain points. Given that network performance is not an issue in V-Mobile (cf. §IV-B), the real pain points we have to address include data usage prediction, customer churn, and billing inaccuracy and latency. In this section, we first introduce how an MVNO can optimize the data reselling profit via appropriate data usage prediction (§V-A), and then extract key features and adopt ML algorithms to predict customer churn (§V-B), and finally analyze BBSDataset to understand and partially address the billing issues (§V-C).

A. Data Usage Prediction and Data Reselling Optimization

In this part, we first describe the challenges and solutions for large-scale monthly data usage prediction, and then detail how an MVNO can leverage it to optimize the reselling profit.

1) Data Usage Prediction and Modeling: Data usage prediction is a typical time series forecasting problem, which utilizes a model to predict a variable’s future value(s) based on its previously observed values. In our work, for each user we have a time series \( X = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\} \) where \( X_i \) is the user’s data usage in the \( i \)-th month, and our objective is to predict \( X_{n+1} \). The prediction of each user is independently performed. For a given user, we define the prediction accuracy as:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = 1 - \frac{|\text{predicted_usage} - \text{actual_usage}|}{\max(\text{predicted_usage}, \text{actual_usage})} \quad (1)
\]

In the literature, while there exist many studies on (typically short-term) traffic volume prediction [25], [26], few studies specifically focus on long-term, large-scale cellular data usage prediction with limited historical data [27]. For short-term traffic volume prediction, Alarcon-Aquino and Barria proposed a multi-resolution finite-impulse-response (FIR) neural-network-based learning algorithm to predict traffic in 10 seconds with rich historical data [25]; Xiang et al. combined the covariance orthogonal and artificial neural network to predict traffic in 50 seconds [26]. However, because of the serious over-fitting,\(^1\) such models are not suitable for our long-term (three-month) data usage prediction with limited historical data, due to the generally short lifetime and intermittent presence of customers. For long-term traffic prediction, Shu et al. used seasonal ARIMA (Auto Regression Integrated Moving Average) to predict the GSM traffic load in 301 days [27]. However, ARIMA is limited by its natural tendency to concentrate on the \( \text{mean value} \) of historical series data, which is not what we exactly want in our scenario (i.e., per-month data usage). Given these concerns, we develop our own approach.

Methodology. We apply mainstream ML techniques for a user’s monthly data usage prediction, including SVR (Support Vector Regression [28]), RBFNN (Radial Basis Function Neural Network [29]), BPNN (Back Propagation Neural Network [30]), and ULR (Unary Linear Regression [31]). Each user is trained and tested separately. We empirically select the algorithms’ parameters as follows. As for SVR, it uses the RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel with the kernel parameter of 0.01 and regularization parameter of 100. As for RBFNN, we set the spread of radial basis function to 0.1 and the number of neurons which are added between displays to 100. Meanwhile, we limit the maximum number of neurons to 400. BPNN uses “tansig” and “purelin” for hidden layers and output layers. The maximum number of iterations is set to 100.

Another decision we need to make is to determine \( n \), the window length of the time series \( X \). It poses a tradeoff: a large \( n \) reduces the number of valid training samples and may cause potential overfitting, while a small \( n \) makes the training data less expressive. We test different values of \( n \) and empirically choose \( n = 3 \) to balance the above tradeoff.

Furthermore, to filter out outliers and avoid potential overfitting, we utilize a data augmentation method called Grubbs’ Test [12], which is found to be more robust compared to simple \( k \)-means clustering used in our early version [16]. In Grubbs’ Test, outliers in a dataset are selected to be samples whose deviation from the average value (\( \mu \)) exceeds the standard deviation (\( \sigma \)) by over twice. For a group of \( m \) customers with data usages \( \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_m\} \), we first calculate two statistics:

\[
\mu = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} X_i}{m}, \quad s = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (X_i - \mu)^2}{m-1}}. \quad (2)
\]

Then, we use \( \mu \) and \( s \) to calculate the Grubbs test statistic:

\[
G_i = \frac{|X_i - \mu|}{s}, \quad (3)
\]

which reflects the extent of a sample’s “anomaly”. Next, we use a hyperparameter \( \alpha \) and the number of samples (\( m \)) to

\[^{1}\text{For short-term traffic volume prediction, the data collection is usually quite fine-grained (e.g., at the level of several seconds) and thus building a complex neural network model with plenty of parameters that fits the traffic curve accurately is possible. But for long-term prediction, fine-grained data can hardly be acquired due to the large overhead of data collection and storage; thus, training complex models with limited data will incur serious over-fitting.}\]
look up (in Grubbs’ critical value table) the outlier detection threshold $T \geq 2$. If $G_i > T$, $X_i$ is determined as an outlier. Here $\alpha$ denotes the significance level of the statistical test and is empirically selected from $\{0.10, 0.05, 0.01\}$. Usually a smaller $\alpha$ corresponds to a larger $T$, implying that the detected outliers are more significant but fewer in quantity.

After removing the above outliers, we apply interpolation to obtain an analytical representation of the discrete samples. We consider several mainstream one-dimensional data interpolation techniques, including neighbor mean interpolation [13], median interpolation [32], nearest interpolation [33], polynomial interpolation [34], and cubic interpolation [35].

Results. For each user whose lifetime is $l$ months, since we pick $n = 3$, we use $\{s_1, s_2, s_3 \rightarrow s_4\}, \ldots, \{s_{l-3}, s_{l-2}, s_{l-1} \rightarrow s_l\}$ to train a model, where $s_i$ is the data usage of the $i$-th month obtained from MonthlyDataset, using each of the aforementioned ML algorithms ("\rightarrow" separates the features and label). In the prediction phase, we employ the model to predict $s_{l+1}$ based on $\{s_{l-2}, s_{l-1}, s_l\}$. To evaluate our approach, we compute the prediction accuracy, defined in Equation (1), for each user, and compare the average accuracy of the five ML algorithms in Figure 10. In fact, V-Mobile itself adopts a quite simple method to predict each user’s monthly data usage by calculating the average value in previous months. This does not work well: the prediction accuracy is merely 68.67%. In comparison, our method achieves an average prediction accuracy of 93.3%. Table IV shows the prediction accuracy for different interpolation methods and $\alpha$ values for Grubbs’ Test, using SVR with RBF kernel.

As shown, using neighbor mean interpolation with $\alpha = 0.05$ yields the best accuracy of 93.3% (accordingly, the outlier detection threshold $T = 2.409$). Also note that in our prior version [16], using $k$-means clustering for outlier removal can only achieve a prediction accuracy of up to 86.75% (also using SVR with RBF kernel).

Additionally, we observe that users with a longer lifetime tend to exhibit a higher prediction accuracy because more historical data is available. This is illustrated in Figure 11, which plots the average prediction accuracy for users with different lifetime (using SVR with RBF kernel with Grubbs’ Test and neighbor mean interpolation).

Despite the overall good results, Figure 10 indicates the high variation in prediction accuracy across individual users.

In particular, for users with a short lifetime, their data usage prediction is inherently difficult due to a lack of training samples. This motivates us to further holistically examine the entire user base by performing statistical uncertainty modeling (detailed in our early version [16]), which establishes statistical distributions for the prediction accuracy. As to be shown in §V-A.2, the uncertainty modeling helps users with insufficient training data; it also provides a building block for deriving a generic cost-aware optimization framework.

2) Data Reselling Optimization: Since a V-Mobile user often does not use up her subscribed data plan $P_V$, so V-Mobile can purchase an inferior plan, $P'_V$, from B-Mobile to fulfill $P_V$, and utilize the price difference to make profits. Our goal here is to make the selection of $P'_V$ more intelligent to increase the profit for V-Mobile, transparently to its users.

Our data usage prediction may not be accurate for a specific user, so we are unable to guarantee that every individual user’s reselling profit is maximized. Instead, we aim at maximizing the expected data reselling profit across all users.\(^2\) Let there be a group of $m$ customers with their predicted data usage $\{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_m\}$, and a collection of the base carrier’s data plans $\{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\}$. Consider a given user $j$ whose predicted usage is $k_j$. Let $p_i(k_j)$ be the expected expense, which includes the monthly subscription fee and the overdraft cost, that V-Mobile pays B-Mobile if V-Mobile selects $P_i$ as the underlying plan to fulfill this user’s subscription. Thus, the minimum total expense that V-Mobile pays B-Mobile is:

$$
\sum_{j=1}^{m} \min_{1 \leq i \leq n}\{p_i(k_j)\}. \quad (4)
$$

To calculate Equation (4), we need to first calculate $p_i(k_j)$:

$$
p_i(k_j) = \int_{0}^{+\infty} f(x)g(x)dx, \quad (5)
$$

where $x$ is the independent variable of the customer’s data usage, $g(x)$ is the probability density function of the user’s actual data usage derived through uncertainty modeling, and

\(^2\) In theory, it is possible to improve the overall reselling profit by meticulously dividing the customers into multiple groups and separately devising their optimization strategies. This method, however, is rather ad hoc and data-dependent, making the long-term suitability hard to ensure. It also significantly increases the complexity of algorithm design and parameter tuning, but the practical reward may not be able to make up for the increased workload.

---

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interpolation Method</th>
<th>Accuracy ($\alpha = 0.10$)</th>
<th>Accuracy ($\alpha = 0.05$)</th>
<th>Accuracy ($\alpha = 0.01$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor Mean</td>
<td>93.26%</td>
<td>93.30%</td>
<td>93.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>92.93%</td>
<td>92.75%</td>
<td>92.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest</td>
<td>89.94%</td>
<td>89.44%</td>
<td>88.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial</td>
<td>90.55%</td>
<td>90.76%</td>
<td>89.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>90.45%</td>
<td>90.16%</td>
<td>89.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 10.** Average prediction accuracy of different machine learning techniques.

**Fig. 11.** Average prediction accuracy increases with the lifetime of users.

**Fig. 12.** The random variable $k' / k$ follows a normal distribution.
The profit rate (PR) is the payment function of \( x \) under data plan \( P_i \). For example, \( f(x) \) for $3.62 for 500 MB plus $0.01/MB overdraft" is defined as \( f(x) = 3.62 \) for \( 0 \leq x \leq 500 \), and \( f(x) = \frac{x}{500} - 1.38 \) for \( x > 500 \).

Based on our modeling results in §V-A.1, \( \frac{k_j}{m_j} \) follows a certain distribution. Assume we use SVR-RBF or ULR whose prediction results follow a normal distribution \( N(1, \sigma^2) \). In this case, the maximum likelihood estimation \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) is:

\[
\hat{\sigma}^2 = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left( \frac{k_j}{m_j} \right)^2 - 1.
\]

From the historical data of V-Mobile, we calculate \( \hat{\sigma} \) to be 0.04 for SVR-RBF and 0.22 for ULR.

To calculate Equation (5), we first rewrite it as a sum of two integrations \( \int_0^S f(x)g(x)dx + \int_S^\infty f(x)g(x)dx \), where \( S \) is the data plan size (e.g., 500 MB in the above example), due to the piecewise nature of \( f(x) \). We then apply the rectangle method \( [36] \) to numerically calculate each integration.

**Evaluation.** To assess the effectiveness of the above method, we apply it to the historical usage data of V-Mobile users between January 2016 and October 2017 (obtained from the MonthlyDataset), to optimize the reselling profit for the billing cycle of November 2017. The key evaluation metric, profit rate (PR), is defined as \( PR = (m_1 - m_2)/m_2 \) where \( m_1 \) is the total expense that customers pay V-Mobile, and \( m_2 \) is the cost that V-Mobile pays B-Mobile. A higher \( PR \) is always preferred by V-Mobile. Note that a \( PR \) may be negative. We compare four optimization methods as follows:

- **The Current Approach** employed by V-Mobile, learned by us based on our communication with the company, works as follows: in each month, V-Mobile estimates each user’s usage in the next month simply by calculating the arithmetic mean of all historical months’ usage. V-Mobile then purchases the cheapest data plan (with the overdraft cost taken into account) from B-Mobile based on this rough usage estimation. We apply this method to our data and calculate the overall \( PR \) to be 3.5%.

- **Machine Learning Only.** For each customer, V-Mobile employs machine learning (SVR-RBF with Grubbs’ Test and neighbor mean interpolation, see §V-A.1) to predict next month’s data usage, and then determines the data plan to be purchased from B-Mobile accordingly. This approach yields an overall \( PR \) of 4.4%.

- **Machine Learning with Uncertainty Estimation.** We apply the full method in §V-A.1 and §V-A.2 that combines the machine learning (SVR-RBF) and statistical uncertainty estimation. This approach leads to an overall \( PR \) of 5.6%, which is 60.0% higher than V-Mobile’s current approach and 27.3% higher than the ML-only approach. We find that the significant increase of \( PR \) is attributed to better selections of B-Mobile’s data plans for customers with a short lifetime. For such customers with insufficient training samples, per-user machine learning is oftentimes ineffective. Instead, the cross-user prediction accuracy modeling (§V-A.1) can provide a more reasonable estimation of the expected expense \( p_i(k_j) \) based on the “big data.”

- **The Optimum.** To estimate the upper bound of the profit that V-Mobile can make, we use the ground-truth data, i.e., customers’ actual data usage in Nov. 2017, to compute the optimal data plan selection. This leads to a \( PR \) of 6.2%, only 10.7% higher than our achieved \( PR \) of 5.6%.

**B. Customer Churn Profiling and Mitigation**

Customer churn refers to when a customer ceases her relationship with a company (in our case, canceling her cellular service or dropout). Its mitigation is extremely important for both base carriers and MVNOs because of the high expense that a carrier needs to pay to recruit new customers.

**Correlation Analysis.** We seek answers to the following key question: which properties (features) of customers are good indicators of their forthcoming service cancellation? Understanding this is a key prerequisite of performing effective churn management in order to retain customers. We take a data-driven approach to address this problem. Specifically, we first compile a set of 12 features that cover a wide range of properties of users’ personal, data usage, and performance. Obtained from UserDataset and MonthlyDataset, the 12 features are listed as follows: gender, age, lifetime, data plan, monthly data usage, monthly expense, monthly uplink bytes, monthly downlink bytes, roaming events, account balance, state update performance (§V-C), and device type. For each of a user’s billed months, we generate a vector containing the 12 features, and obtain a binary label representing the churn state (whether the user has canceled her service) in the next month. To further enrich the feature set, we extend the features with numerical values by computing statistical functions such as mean(), median(), stdev(), and mean_diff() (mean of the first order difference) over the user’s past months.

We next study the correlation between each of the features and the label (the churn state of the next month) across all customers’ billed months. We compute the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [37], a robust, nonparametric measure of the dependency between the rankings of two statistical variables. The coefficient ranges between −1.0 (negative correlation) and +1.0 (positive correlation). We include both the active and dropout users (about 1 million in total) in this study. Figure 13 lists the top 8 features that have the strongest correlations with the customer churn. We make several observations as detailed below. To help quantify our findings, we define a metric called Dropout Contribution (DC), which is the percentage of dropout users with certain properties (e.g., having a specific lifetime range) among all dropout users. DC is calculated by examining each user’s features associated with the month in which she dropped out. More detailed analysis of customer churn is presented in our early version [16].

**Customer Churn Prediction.** Jointly leveraging the above identified features, we consider proactively predicting the customer churn. Customer churn prediction has been widely studied in prior work [19], [38], [39]. Nath and Behara applied Naive Bayes to predict customer churn with 50,000 customers’ data, achieving a high precision of 95.33% but a low recall of 59.89% [19]. Hung et al. used Decision Tree to develop customer churn prediction models with...
22,000 customers’ data, gaining high precision (96.21%) and recall (94.55%) [38]. However, as shown in Table V, after applying Decision Tree to our dataset, the precision and recall are lower than those of Random Forest. Tsai and Lu applied back-propagation artificial neural networks (ANNs) to 51,306 customers’ data for churn prediction; the accuracy was 94.32% but the precision and recall were rather imbalanced [39], which resembles the case of RBF Neural Network in Table V.

Compared with the previous work, we perform more comprehensive experiments with a much larger dataset (739,095 customers). We apply mainstream off-the-shelf ML algorithms (Naive Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regression, RBF Neural Network, Decision Tree, and Random Forest) to the 8-dimensional feature vectors (Figure 13), attempting to derive the most suitable algorithm for custom churn prediction. Details of configuring the ML algorithms are omitted for brevity. Unlike the data usage prediction where we build a per-user model, here we construct a single model for all users’ monthly records, to capture the common behaviors regarding service cancellation among V-Mobile customers.

We evaluate the prediction accuracy using 10-fold cross validation based on users. In each fold, we train a model using the monthly records from 90% of the users, and use the trained model to predict the records of the remaining 10% users. The results shown in Table V indicate that the random forest model achieves fine precision (95.52%) and F1 score (0.95), as well a high recall rate (94.45%). On one hand, for the 4.48% of customers who are mispredicted but in fact do not have the tendency to drop out, they will not be negatively affected (but might instead be positively encouraged) by V-Mobile’s actions of retaining customers. On the other hand, we wish to further improve the recall rate, as for the 5.55% dropout customers who are missed by our prediction, failing to retain them will bring considerable financial losses to V-Mobile. Note that recruiting a new customer is much more expensive than retaining an existing customer [11].

In order to increase the recall rate (using Random Forest), we adopt an under-sampling [14] based method called One-Sided Selection (OSS) [15]. This is motivated by our observation that negatives (non-dropouts) are significantly more than positives (dropout users) in our case – the imbalance between positives and negatives could considerably degrade the accuracy of our prediction model [40]. OSS addresses this issue by discarding a portion of negative samples that are borderline or redundant. Here borderline samples lie close to the boundary between the positive and negative regions in classification; they are unreliable because even little noise incurred by a feature can move the sample to the other side of the decision surface. Redundant samples can be substituted by other samples in the dataset, so removing them can better balance positives and negatives.

OSS leverages Tomek links [41] to detect borderline samples. Given two samples \(x\) and \(y\) (with different churn labels) each having 8 features \(\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_8\}\) and \(\{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_8\}\), the Euclidean distance between \(x\) and \(y\), denoted as \(\delta(x, y)\), is calculated by:

\[
\delta(x, y) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{8}(x_i - y_i)^2}
\]

The pair \((x, y)\) is called a Tomek link if no sample \(z\) exists so that \(\delta(x, z) < \delta(x, y)\) or \(\delta(y, z) < \delta(y, x)\). Then, samples participating in Tomek links are taken as borderline samples.

OSS also constructs a consistent subset \(C\) of the training set \(S\) to reduce redundant samples [15]. A set \(N \subseteq M\) is consistent with \(M\) if the 1-nearest-neighbor classifier trained with the samples in \(N\) can correctly classify the samples in \(M\). Initially, \(C\) contains all the positives in \(S\) plus one randomly selected negative sample in \(S\). Then, OSS trains a prediction model using the samples in \(C\) and the 1-nearest-neighbor classifier [42], classifies \(S\) with the model, and compares the classification results with ground truth. The correctly classified negatives are considered redundant as they can be substituted by the randomly selected negative in \(C\). Finally, OSS moves all the misclassified samples in \(S\) to \(C\) and removes the borderline negative samples from \(C\), thus generating the new training set.

For a dataset of \(n\) samples with \(k\) features, the time complexity of OSS is \(O(kn)\), which is quite small in our case: \(n = 739,095\) and \(k = 8\). Enhanced by OSS, Random Forest achieves an essentially higher recall rate of 97.81%; meanwhile, the precision is increased to 96.29% and the F1 score is increased to 0.97. The recall rate and precision are both improved, because OSS effectively reduces false negatives that lie on the boundary between positive and negative regions. Such false negatives are turned into true positives with little increase of false positives.

### C. Inaccurate Billing and Delayed Billing State Update

Recall from §II that based on our analysis of the BBSDataset, we find more than 40% of the posts in the V-Mobile BBS concern inaccurate billing or delayed billing state notifications. These problems, if occur, are highly undesired because handling a billing issue requires considerable manual efforts from the customer service team, and problematic billing may also endanger the reputation of an MVNO.

1) Understanding Inaccurate Billing: We manually examine the posts involving billing complaints in the BBSDataset, and identify two issues:

**Issue 1.** Termination of service despite a positive account balance. A user suddenly loses her access to the cellular data service. Meanwhile, however, she still observes a positive account balance from the V-Mobile’s app or website.

**Issue 2.** Unexpectedly high monthly charge experienced by customers. A user receives a monthly bill that substantially exceeds her expected cost. Typically, the user believes she has not yet used up her monthly data plan but the received bill charges more than the data plan subscription cost.

In addition, we learn from V-Mobile that their internal billing sometimes also experiences inconsistencies:

**Issue 3.** Unexpectedly high charge experienced by V-Mobile. V-Mobile notices that for certain customers, the bill that it receives from B-Mobile appears to be higher than what it should be charged, based on its own data usage records of these customers. This does not affect V-Mobile customers’ bills, but causes V-Mobile to lose profit.
Fig. 14. B-Mobile-SUR propagation delay in B-Mobile ($D_B$).

Fig. 15. Inter-AC B-Mobile-SUR propagation delay ($D_V$).

A few studies exist with respect to inaccurate billing in the telecommunication industry [43]–[45]. Daily Mail reported that up to 20M Americans using their end devices were overcharged by 7%–14% [43]. Peng et al. took an in-depth look at the issue of inaccurate billing in 3G data access [44], and found the root cause to be billing message loss. Li et al. noted that the over-/under-billing in 4G/5G cellular edge could come from billing data loss, selfish charging, or both [45]. In the scenario of V-Mobile, however, there is no message loss or selfish charging according to our measurements (so that all data usages are recorded in B-Mobile-SUR and the records in both V-Mobile and B-Mobile are consistent with customers’ actual data usages). We thus infer that B-Mobile does not have the billing message loss issue revealed in [44].

To dig out the root causes of the above issues, we carefully analyze the SURDataset. Our basic analysis methodology is to correlate the two types of SURs. For App-SURs, their delivery takes place in almost real time (typically less than 1 second), so their reception time can be largely regarded as a “ground-truth” of the time when the data is actually consumed. However, App-SURs are only used for troubleshooting purposes due to their low user coverage and the possibility of being tampered/spoofed. In contrast, B-Mobile-SURs are used for the actual billing. However, their delivery may high delays. To quantify that, as shown in Figure 2, we use $D_B$ to denote the B-Mobile-SUR propagation delay within B-Mobile, and use $D_V$ to denote the delivery latency from B-Mobile to V-Mobile. We can then calculate $D_B + D_V$ by taking the reception difference between a B-Mobile-SUR and its corresponding App-SUR, and then calculate $D_V$ as a delta between the timestamp field in the B-Mobile-SUR (denoting the time it leaves B-Mobile’s AC) and its reception time at V-Mobile’s AC. $D_B$ can thus be derived as $(D_B + D_V) - D_V$.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 plot the distributions of $D_B$ and $D_V$ respectively. As shown, $D_B$ ranges from several seconds to 2.3 hours, and averages at nearly 16 minutes. $D_V$ ranges from 1 second to 4.3 minutes, with an average of around 2 minutes. We will explain why they are high in §V-C.2.

Given the above finding, we can explain the root causes of the three aforementioned issues (Issue 1 to 3). For Issue 1, we find that the user-perceived account balance, despite being positive, was typically quite low when the user could not access the cellular service. In fact, at the time when the cellular service was terminated by the B-Mobile, the user’s account balance had indeed decreased to zero or negative at B-Mobile’s AC. However, the B-Mobile-SUR had not yet been propagated to V-Mobile’s AC due to the high delay of $D_V$. Such a billing inconsistency is a unique issue in an MVNO.

For Issue 2, we find that in most cases the user actually had not used up her data plan of the current month. However, at the end of the previous month, due to the high propagation delay ($D_B + D_V$), a small portion of the B-Mobile-SURs arrived late at V-Mobile’s AC, so V-Mobile was not able to add them to the previous month’s bill. Instead, they were then added to the current month’s bill, making it look unreasonable.

For Issue 3, we owe it to the excessive inter-AC delay ($D_V$). Specifically, after a V-Mobile user switches to a different data plan, the subscription is not always delivered from V-Mobile’s AC to B-Mobile’s AC in real time when the inter-AC channel is congested. As a result, before the new data plan actually takes effect at B-Mobile, the user’s subscription will experience inconsistency between V-Mobile and B-Mobile. This inconsistency will be reflected on the next bill that B-Mobile sends to V-Mobile.

2) Reducing Billing State Update Delay: §V-C.1 reveals that the high B-Mobile-SUR propagation delay causes almost all users’ complaints on inaccurate billing, as well as the billing inconsistency experienced by V-Mobile. A high $D_B$ is attributed to several reasons including (1) the low priority of the SUR traffic compared to that of the data traffic, so that SURs are only transferred when a base station is idle, (2) the large volume of the SUR traffic contributed by over a million base stations of B-Mobile, (3) the SURs’ multi-hop uploading paradigm where they are typically relayed by multiple base stations, and (4) the complex billing rules incurring high computational overheads at B-Mobile’s AC. Regarding $D_V$, its delay is mostly caused by the congestion over the inter-AC channel, as the SUR traffic’s high throughput often exceeds the bandwidth of the inter-AC channel, which is realized using commodity wired broadband connectivity over the (also congestion-prone) public Internet.

Several approaches at various protocol layers can be developed to reduce the B-Mobile-SUR propagation delay. They range from simply improving the physical layer infrastructure (e.g., upgrading the inter-AC link) to sophisticated scheduling algorithms that accelerate the control-plane data delivery. We next demonstrate that a simple strategy of aggregating SURs can effectively reduce the bandwidth utilization and thus the congestion incurred by the excessive number of B-Mobile-SURs, leading to reduced latency of B-Mobile-SUR delivery. Moreover, given that the bandwidth of the leased dedicated line between the ACs of B-Mobile and V-Mobile is rather expensive (much more expensive than residential bandwidth), we can also save the bandwidth costs by aggregating the traffic of SURs. Since we have no data or control over B-Mobile, we apply the method to reduce $D_V$; but the high-level concept can also be employed to optimize $D_B$.

To motivate our approach, we make two observations. First, the data usage reported by each SUR is typically small. Figure 16 plots the distribution of the data usage reported by all B-Mobile-SURs we collected. As shown, it ranges from several bytes to up to 30 MB, with an average size of only 69 KB. Second, users typically do not need to know the precise data usage (e.g., at the granularity of a byte or a kilobyte).
Conducted a first study (based on their claim) of MVNO performance using controlled experiments, and noticed performance-wise differential treatments between some MVNOs and their base carriers [6]. Concretely, they studied the performance of three applications (voice service, web access, and video streaming) in two popular MVNO families in America. Each MVNO family includes three MVNOs and a major carrier. They found that some MVNOs have performance degradation and that two MVNO families do have some essential differences. Also in 2014, Vallina-Rodriguez et al. studied the relationship between many MVNOs and their base carriers, and pinpointed several potential issues for light and thick MVNOs [1]. In 2016, Schmitt et al. noted that a packet may traverse a longer network path in an MVNO network than in the base carrier’s network [7]. Our study differs from theirs in several aspects: the study scale, the examined topics, and the findings.

**Cellular Network Performance.** Several large-scale measurements have been conducted to understand the cellular network performance [20]–[23]. Huang et al. employed a crowd-sourcing approach to measure 3G network performance on smartphones [20]. They also conducted an in-depth study of the LTE performance using datasets obtained from a cellular ISP [23]. Sommers and Barford compared cellular and WiFi performance using crowd-sourced data in diverse environments [22]. Our study in §VI-B focuses on an MVNO and its base carrier, and provides more up-to-date performance statistics; we also compare our results with [23].

**Traffic Prediction and MVNO Economics.** A plethora of work on network traffic prediction, such as [25], [46], has been proposed. However as shown in §V-A.1, they are not suited to our long-term, large-scale data usage prediction with limited historical data, so we develop our own approach. Researchers have also conducted analytical modeling and formulation on MVNO economics, such as market sharing between MVNOs and MNOs [47] and leveraging users’ feedback for pricing [18]. Compared to these theoretical studies, our reselling optimization takes a more practical and intuitive approach based on statistical modeling and machine learning. We also evaluate its effectiveness using real MVNO customers’ data.

**Customer Churn Mitigation.** Customer churn mitigation is critical, as acquiring a new user costs 5–6 times more than retaining an existing user [11]. In fact, the issue has been studied in not only telecom services but also other industries such as insurance [48], news media [49], and banking [50]. Various techniques have been put forward to predict dropout users, including decision trees, support vector machine, neural networks, and ensembles of multiple techniques. We instead consider churn mitigation in the context of MVNO, which has a unique business model and customer-churn characteristics.

**VII. Lessons Learned**

To benefit future researches around the MVNO ecosystem, we share our experiences gained in this study.

There exist gaps (pricing, plan type, customer service) between MNOs and their customers, and MVNOs help reduce them, leading to win-win results. Observed from the businesses of V-Mobile and B-Mobile, there exist gaps between MNOs and their customers in three aspects. First, data plans of MNOs are likely to be expensive due to the monopoly

---

**MVNO Measurements.** Only a limited number of studies exist on commercial MVNOs. In 2014, Zarinni et al.
of MNOs, which stems from two factors: (1) government policies, and (2) MNOs not allowing customers to shift from one operator to another without changing phone numbers. Second, oftentimes there is a mismatch between the actual data usage of many MNO customers and their data plans because the data plan options of MNOs are very limited. Third, due to MNOs’ monopoly, their customer services are oftentimes not fully up to expectations. Compared to MNOs, MVNOs bring improvement in all the above aspects. First, MVNOs can provide customers with more customized data plans at lower prices through accurate data usage prediction while making profits. Since light MVNOs do not need to deploy and maintain physical infrastructures, they can focus more on improving customer service quality. Furthermore, MVNOs can gain customers that MNOs miss; at the same time MNOs can also obtain revenues indirectly from these missed customers by cooperating with MVNOs [51], leading to a win-win situation.

The development status of full MVNOs in open markets is not as good as expected, especially in terms of network performance and MVNO relationship. In §IV-B, our measurement results show that there is no noticeable performance difference between V-Mobile and B-Mobile. However, existing literature [6], [7] noted that full MVNOs appeared to offer inferior performance compared to their base carriers in the U.S. Actually, there exists competition between full MVNOs and MNOs in open markets [52]. Although full MVNOs have their own infrastructures, they also partially rely on their base carriers’ radio base stations [1]. Considering above facts, we can possibly attribute the performance degradation of full MVNOs to two reasons: (1) the performance, reliability, and scalability of their own network infrastructures may not be as good as those of the base carriers’ given full MVNOs’ short history compared to MNOs; (2) additional handovers need to be performed between the infrastructures of full MVNOs and their base carriers. That being said, we suggest that full MVNOs in open markets should focus on not only the network performance of their own infrastructures but also their relationship with the base carriers from both the technical and policy perspectives. Note that in China, the full MVNO market is not yet open due to government policies; only light MVNOs exist and the agreements between light MVNOs and their base carriers tend to be mutually beneficial [53].

Basic statistical methods can effectively mitigate the errors or biases in machine learning-based prediction. In the early version of this study [16], we adopted k-means clustering to filter out outliers in MonthlyDataset and achieved an prediction accuracy of 86.75%. We observed that prediction inaccuracy was oftentimes due to missed outliers and missing samples in MonthlyDataset. To improve this, in our follow-up experiments reported in this paper, we find that basic statistical methods (e.g., Grubbs’ Test with neighbor mean interpolation) can effectively detect outliers and fill in missing samples, eventually increasing the accuracy to 93.3%. Furthermore, in customer churn prediction, we also discover that One-Sided Selection [15] can mitigate the biases caused by the class imbalance problem and increase the recall to 97.81%. These illustrate that customers’ monthly data usages and churn dynamics are roughly in line with specific statistical distributions, which can hint customer behaviour modeling. We believe the same principle is potentially applicable to predicting other key metrics in the cellular ecosystem.

High control-plane signaling load can be effectively reduced through strategically batching delay-tolerant control messages. In §V-C.1, we uncover the root cause of inaccurate billing to be the high billing delay. Reducing the billing delay is challenging, due to the sophisticated billing logic and complex agreements between MVNOs and their base carriers. Our scheme, which has been deployed at V-Mobile, adds the mechanism of SUR aggregation to the agent software that V-Mobile installs at B-Mobile’s AC. Despite such a simple method, the result is encouragingly satisfactory: it successfully reduces 99% of \( D_V \) (the delivery latency from B-Mobile to V-Mobile) to less than 1 second. The results indicate the importance of optimizing the cellular-control plane, as well as the effectiveness of batching delay-tolerant control messages in reducing the signaling load.

Our prediction approach for customer churn is also suited to phone fraud detection after moderate adjustments. In §V-B, we describe the prediction approach for customer churn, including feature engineering, correlation analysis, class imbalanced sampling, and the classification algorithm. By leveraging the approach, we successfully achieve a high recall of 97.81% and a fine precision of 96.29%. Moreover, we discover that this approach can also be applied to fraud detection for V-Mobile after moderate modifications. Since MVNOs have no physical stores, the SIM cards can only be authenticated online where most information needed for authentications (e.g., names and citizen ID numbers) may be stolen or forged. Therefore, fraud detection for MVNOs is more important compared to that for traditional carriers.

When applying the prediction approach in §V-B to fraud detection, we extract 16 more features for each customer:

1. total number of outgoing calls,
2. total number of incoming calls,
3. avg. number of outgoing calls per day,
4. number of phone numbers in outgoing calls,
5. number of phone numbers in incoming calls,
6. avg. duration of outgoing calls,
7. proportion of outgoing calls during work hours,
8. proportion of outgoing calls at night,
9. avg. interval between consecutive outgoing calls,
10. ratio of the 1st feature over the 4th feature,
11. number of days with outgoing calls,
12. interval between first bill time and activation time,
13. number of involved BSes for outgoing calls,
14. number of involved BSes for incoming calls,
15. usage ratio of the most involved BS for outgoing calls,
16. usage ratio of the most involved BS for incoming calls,

According to our literature review, statistic calculation, and domain knowledge. The 1st–8th features have been widely used and proved to be effective by existing studies of fraud detection [54], [55]. The 9th–12th features are extracted based on statistic correlation analysis – they are the top 4 features ranked by Spearman’s correlation coefficient. The 13th–16th features stem from our domain knowledge: different from legitimate users whose phone calls typically involve a number of geo-distributed BSes, scammers usually make plenty of calls at the same location and thus the number of involved BSes should be quite small while the usage ration of the most involved BS should be pretty high.

We focus on optimizing precision rather than recall by increasing the confidence threshold of admitting scammer samples, since misclassifying legitimate users as scammers
will lead to customer complaints, customer churn, and loss of reputation. By adopting the adjusted approach, we achieve a high precision of 99.31% as well as a satisfactory recall of 97% on about 1 million customers. The ground truth was obtained via public reporting (www.12321.cn) and manual tagging by V-Mobile customers. Given this promising result, we believe our prediction framework can be possibly applied to detect other malicious activities in the MVNO industry and other relevant domains.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We conduct an in-depth investigation of V-Mobile, a large and representative light MVNO with 1 million customers. Our findings shed light on various topics that are of the interests of the stakeholders: MVNO customers, the MVNO carrier, and the base carrier. At a high level, our study delivers several take-away messages. First, MVNOs can leverage the unique demographics and usage patterns of their customers to promote and improve their services. Second, AI and big data can significantly boost the revenue and service quality for MVNOs. Third, the cross-layer and cross-entity interactions, in particular those between an MVNO and its base carrier, need to be better handled. We hope our study can benefit both the MVNO industry and research community in the future.
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